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Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 

Awards Manager Phil Unterhorst        ZS5RJ 031  202-8807 
 
 
 
HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone.(Linked to the Naturn UHF network) 
 
NATURN UHF       Kloof             Ch 1                439.125Mhz  (  mobile RX  )(-7,6Mhz) 
                  Ridge Road    Ch 3                439.025Mhz      
                  Bluff        Ch 4                439.175Mhz  
                  Athlone Park Ch 5                439.075Mhz  (not installed yet) 
                  Kensington    Ch 6                439.275Mhz    136.5Hz  access tone reqd. 
   
These UHF repeaters are star linked via the Alverstone hub repeater 434.650 Mhz (Tx-1,6Mhz) 
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digi: ZS0KLO-1  & ZS5CLI 
APRS Digipeater Frequency: 144.800Mhz  ZS0GIL 
 
BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payment  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 code # 
04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or scanned / 
info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za  Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New 
Germany 3620. 

2. Hot off the press: Pam ZS5PAM & ZS5AAT OM John van Reenen won the two ICOM handhelds in the Xmas Party 
lucky ticket number draws 1 for YLs , 1  for OMs, thanks to Musto Assoc.(Janet ZS5JAN & Edwin ZS5BBO) and 
Multisource     (-via Brad ZS5BG) 

 
 

        
                                                                                                                                                           

BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
 
       JANUARY 2007    FEBRUARY 2007 
 
 7th  Tony      ZS5ACB 031-7082626  4th   Jo        ZS5JO       031-7053591 
 
14th  Brian ZS5BBR 082 823-6780    11th  Edwin   ZS5BBO   031-202 5917 (O)     
 
21st   Lawry ZS5HV 031-702 8652   18th   Phil      ZS5RJ       031-202 8807 
 
 28th  Gary       ZZ5NK 031-701 0109  25th  Sean    ZR5SEP   072-953 4546 
 
   
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5BG) 
 trading as: B-Comm 

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL 
FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: bradlington@yahoo.com PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 

 
 
ADVERT 

TONY MAYALL (ZS5GR) 
Specialising in placing home/office video footage onto DVD, 

also specialising in the video capturing of Corporate Events, such as Seminars, Lectures, 
 Talks, Discussions, and thereafter producing DVDs of these events, for distribution/archiving. 

Email: tony.m@eject.co.za  Tel: 031-7083078  Cell: 073 3564758 
 
 
 



 
ADVERT 

TRENT SAUNDERS(ZR5TCS) 
Specialising in wedding photography, but also  Corporate functions, 

 family portraiture,  etc, see www.trentsaunders.co.za 
Email: trents@saol.com Cell: 083 3109763 

 
 
 
ADVERT 

IAN HUNTER (ZS5IH) 
Would you like your L/P’s or Music Cassettes transferred onto CD’s with Digital Sound 

MP3 or Normal Phone Ian at 031-7013087 
 

 
 
ADVERT       SHAUN RUDLING (ZR5S) 

SOLAR POWER, 
Be prepared for extended power outages. Convert your shack to Solar energy. 

I have aquired affordable 10 watt Solar Panels. Each panel pushes about 720ma at 13.8v into your lead-acid battery. 
You can add them in paralell for more power. Panels are fitted with a free Schottky blocking diode and power indicator. 

 
Solar Panels @ R259ea  Deep Cycle lead/acid batteries @ R267ea  120w DC to AC inverters @ R220ea 

Plus Plus Plus......other kewl stuff. 
 

contact Shaun on 033 3421609, or shaun.rudling@gmail.com 
 

 
----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 

 
 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
January  2007 
 
05-Jan Ronald Boom ZS5RON   
07-Jan Michael Schleyer ZS5ZA   
08-Jan Dawn Fagan Spouse of  Dale ZS5COM 
08-Jan Maurice(Rob) Jasmin ZS5MRJ   
13-Jan Ray Worthington ZS5BM   
14-Jan Carolyn Trezona Spouse of  Dave  ZS4DT 
19-Jan Leo Geleynse ZR5LG   
20-Jan Allan Bean M0JAB Spouse of Ronelle M0ROE 
21-Jan Jean Dick Spouse of Angus ZS5GV 
24-Jan Lee Hanegraaf ZS5LEE   
28-Jan Ann  Hunter Spouse of  Ian  ZS5IH 
   
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
January 2007-(a bit of assumption-Ed) 
 
01  New Years Day 
07 DARC 10-Meter Contest (0900 – 1059GMT) www.darc.de 
08 SARL NARC Opens 
08 HARC Committee Meeting 19H30 
10  Schools open –Inland Provinces 
13-14  Hunting Lions in the Air  www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
16 HARC Monthly Meeting 09H00 FOR 19H30 
17  Schools open – Coastal Provinces 
19 – 21  PEARS VHF/UHF Contest  www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
26 SARL Closing date for articles for Radio ZS 
27 HARC SWAP SHOP-New Germany Nature Reserve 13H00 
27 - 28  CQ 160-Meter CW Contest, UBA SSB DX Contest www.cq-amatear-radio.com 
28 Presidents Net / Intecnet 



 
 
 
Chirper’s Column-From Ian ZS5IAN 

A review of the Ten-Tec Scout 555 Transceiver  by ZS5IAN 
 

I saw on the SARL swap shop last week that there was a Ten-Tec Scout 555 for sale for R1,000 down in Uitenhage. I emailed the 
seller and within a few days the rig was on it’s way from Uitenhage to Pinetown via a courier company.  (The cost of getting the rig 
up to Durban  was about R127.00)   I admit to being very excited on opening this parcel. I have traded and used many HF rigs in the 
past few years and a “new” rig for me is pure joy.  This one was even more exciting. 
 
Since the days that I got lots of old amateur radio magazines at swap shops, I have been fascinated by the advertisements for the Ten-
Tec Scout 555 and 556 radio’s. They were so much different to the other rigs available at the time from Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu and 
Alinco. This radio was built by Ten-Tec in the town of Sevierville near Knoxwood in the States. Believe it or not, the address is in 
Dolly Parton Avenue! 
 

 
 
The reason they were so different from the other makes was that you bought the Transceiver  along with the module for the band that 
you wanted to work. There were 7 or 8 modules that you could buy (one for each band). It was just a matter of slipping the previous 
module out of the front of the rig and slipping in the new band module. Takes about 5 seconds.   
 
The 555 can put out about 50 watts and the 556 is a QRP version that puts out 5 watts. They are both adjustable as to the output, but 
it not an easy job to do. The radio has to be placed on it’s back as the adjustment is done via a small hole in the base – that is 
provided you have the very very small adjustment tool that fits the power adjuster. The 555 can be adjusted from 5 watts to 50 watts. 
I guess it is easier to make a decision as to how much power you want to put out and once the adjustment is made, just leave it!  
Whilst you have the rig on it’s back, that would be the time to adjust the oscillator side tone for CW. I have found lately that when 
adjusted too loud, it hurts my eardrums, so have adjusted all my rigs to give a nice soft sound. 
 
Most of the modern rigs on the market today are menu driven and have lots of buttons and knobs on the front. Some of these buttons 
open sub menus and sub sub menu’s and can be a bit daunting. It is OK if that is your only rig, then you can play with them day in 
and day out and become a master of the menu’s.  However, if you have an Icom and a Kenwood, then you will soon become 
confused as to what to do when in a hurry to say, change power from 70 watts to 5 watts.  Or, even worse when you hear a station 
you wish to work and he is working split!  If you are not fully conversant with the rig you are using you will normally come a 
cropper. 



 
 
This rig is different. It has 3 switches and 3 knobs!  Easy for an Irishman. The first switch is an On / Off switch, the second switch is 
up for “Tune”, middle for Off and down for Noise Blanker.  (The noise blanker is an optional extra, but my model has one fitted.)  
The Tune position puts out 15 watts of CW so you can sort out your antenna tuner for the minimum SWR. 
 
The third switch  has 3 positions – up for paddle speed, middle for off and down for RIT.  The RIT switch is for changing the RIT 
control which is controlled by one of the 3 sets of knobs. 
 
The main knob is for tuning. The next knob is for volume and filter, and the last knob is for RIT change and ALC adjustment for the 
mic.   
 
It has a well lit meter which gives you the S readings as well as SWR reading. The frequency display is great for people with not so 
good eyesight. It is placed right next to the band module. Now each band module has it’s Megahertz printed in BIG white letters on it 
followed by a full stop. Right next to the full stop is the display in large green LED numbers, so a frequency of 14,205.5 would show 
the 14. on the module followed by brightly lit 205.5  Easy to read.  
 
It has a built-in 3 inch speaker, but my one had been taken out and I just plugged in a 8 Ohm speaker into the jackplug on the front.  
Worked fine for me. 
 
The filter is quite amazing. It is called a “Jones” filter and that is something I am not familiar with. Everyone knows a Collins filter, 
but I had not come across this term before. Maybe it was built by a team of Welshmen, but no matter, it works really fine business 
both on CW and SSB. It is describes as a 9 pole crystal filter. 
 
Before I ordered this rig I went on to the web and did a bit of digging around and went to eHam net reviews. That in my opinion is a 
must before buying any ham gear. You will generally get both sides of any criticism on the reviews and as each person rates the piece 
of equipment out of 5, you can quickly see if it is a good rig or not. (The average score is given at the top of the first page).  Yes, this 
rig had a good rating but tended to drift on CW. Then when you read further on, you realise that it drifts when the paddle speed is put 
above 25 wpm as the processor is doing multiple tasks controlling the paddle speed as well as stabilising the frequency as well as 
managing the LED display. I would very rarely go above 25 wpm so that was not a problem for me.  
 
The guys at Ten-Tec knew all about this “problem” but had decided that they were going this way so as to keep the price of the radio 
as low as possible.  I think I have overcome this by using a electronic keyer that I built some years ago based on the CMOS III 
memory keyer from Idiom Press.  I just plug it into the Key (as opposed to the paddle) jack in the rear. So far no one has commented 
on any drift. 
 
Incidentally, if you have ever emailed TenTec with a technical query, you will find that they answer within 24 hours.  They are real 
stars when it comes to service and rate along with Elecraft who are also top class on service.  (Try that with one of the big Japanese 
companies……)  I found out that the Scout was made from 1993 up until 2001 and that mine was built in 1994. The noise blanker 
was added sometime in 1994.  The noise blanker is fine for taking out regular repetitive noise. I do have such a problem as the 
control box for my electric fence is about 1,5 meters away from my rigs. This causes a regular “tick” in my shack rigs and the Noise 
blanker takes it out completely.  
 
The rig weighs 2,4 kgs and is about the same size as a ICOM IC 706 MKIIG. Each band module is about the size of two match 
boxes.  It claims to draw 10 amps on transmit, but mine draws 13 amps whilst on receive it draws about 1 amp. This is a bit much for 
a field station and the more modern rigs are meaner when it comes to conserving power.  



 
The rig comes without a microphone when bought new. Mine came with a Kenwood noise canceling microphone (wired differently 
than the Kenwood!)  The specification says that you can use a microphone of 200 to 100K ohms. It took me a few minutes to set the 
ALC level which is monitored by a small LED that should flash on the peaks. 
 
The rig covers CW and SSB and it is self setting whether LSB or USB depending on which band module you are using.  For those of 
you who are spoilt with the modern rigs and wish to use CW, bear in mind that the offset of 750 Hz must be observed. Depending on 
which band module is in operation you must either add or subtract the 750 Hz to the frequency required. 
 
I have used two Argonauts from Ten-Tec as well as having built 3 Ten-Tec qrp rigs and they all excel on QSK for CW.  You need to 
hear this to believe it!  Talking about CW, the paddle speed is controlled with a Curtis B chip. When you want to change the speed, 
you switch the speed switch on, and it defaults to 25 wpm. By either tapping the dit or dah paddle you can increase or decrease the 
speed to what you want. Simple! 
 
So how does the rig work?  Well after plugging it in and reading the instruction manual (always a good bet!), I plugged in the 40 
meter module and set the rig to the CW part of the band. I heard a CQ call from UU9JX/MM and gave my call sign. He gave me a 
579!  So that was a good start. Then worked ZS6/OE5RI also on CW and got another 579. Had a bit of a ragchew with him and he 
reported no drift. Then similar reports from lots of Div 6 stations and then 589 from ZS1TTZ.  Got a 579 from Indonesia and 579 
from Brazil!   
Gee this rig really gets out with it’s 50 watts.  
 
But what about SSB? Went on to 80 meters and gave a call and got a 59 from ZR4J. Later that evening I worked old man Herman 
ZS6SN and he told me that I was 40 over 9 in Pretoria. 
 On Sunday I went on to the HARC Early birds net which is now run by Colin ZS5CF who always gives accurate readings from his S 
meter. He did not know that I was running 50 watts into my German Quad and I got a 59 from him on 80 meters. Also got 58 from 
Div 6.  
 
The Saturday evening I worked some CW on 40meters and got 599 from all stations in Div 6. I gave it a good work out with 
ZS6ADY on CW 40 metes with a long ragchew of 90 minutes and it had no drift.  
 
So what more does one want from a rig? As long as you get good reports and you can hear the other station well that is all that 
matters. On receive, I could not tell the difference between my Scout and my Kenwood TS570. I have always liked the audio from 
the Kenwood and so I rate the Scout highly. 
 
In the 5 evenings that I have had the rig I have worked 37 stations and got good reports from all of them. As the expression goes, 
“this one is a keeper!” 
 
--------------------------ooooooooooooooooo----------------------- 
 
Interesting Statements: 
 
An Airline with it’s head office situated in Johannesburg, has its airline attendants make an effort to make the in-flight ”safety 
lecture” and announcements a bit more entertaining. Here are some Real examples that have been heard or reported:  
  
  
On a flight, (there is no assigned seating, you just sit where you want) passengers were apparently having a hard time choosing, when 
a flight attendant announced, "People, people we're not picking out  
furniture here, find a seat and get in it!"  
  
---o0o--- 
  
On another flight with a very "senior" flight attendant crew, the pilot said, "Ladies and gentlemen, we've reached cruising altitude 
and will be turning down the cabin lights. This is for your comfort and to enhance the appearance of your flight attendants."  
  
----o0o--- 
  
On landing, the stewardess said, "Please be sure to take all of your belongings. If you're going to leave anything, please make sure it's 
something we'd like to have."  
  
----o0o---….more next month-ed 
 
Restructuring - UK Abandons CB Licensing (Extracted from ZS4BS’s weekly HF Happenings) 
 
11 metre CB will no longer be a licensed radio service in the United Kingdom. This, with word that telecommunications regulator 
Ofcom has announced new regulations that will remove the need for a Citizens' Band radio operators to obtain an authorization to be 
on the air.  
Ofcom says that doing away with CB licenses will deduce the cost burden for administering about 20 000 licensees for U-K citizens 
who use these short-range transceivers. This rules change is effective on 8 December and parallel the de-licensing of CB that tool 
place in the United States over three decades ago. (Media Network, Southgate) 
 
 
 



HOW IT WORKS?-Thanks to Lee Zs5LEE –This month: How Stuff Workes (Atomic Clock) 
 
When the power goes out and is later restored, how do you know what time to set your clocks to? Have you ever wondered how time 
is regulated? 
 
      In the United States, the standard of time is regulated by the US Naval Observatory's Master Clock (USNO), the official source of 
time for the Department of Defense. The effects of these mechanisms are felt by all of us  
in the form of alarm clocks, computers, answering machines and meeting schedules. In this edition of How Stuff Works, we will 
learn all about atomic clocks and how they keep the world ticking! 
 
Are Atomic Clocks Radioactive? 
Atomic clocks keep time better than any other clock. They even keep time better than the rotation of the Earth and the movement of 
the stars. Without atomic clocks, GPS navigation would be impossible, the Internet would not synchronize, and the position of the 
planets would not be known with enough accuracy for space probes and landers to be launched and monitored. Atomic clocks are not 
radioactive. They do not rely on atomic decay. Rather, they have an oscillating mass and a spring, just like ordinary clocks. 
 
The big difference between a standard clock in your home and an atomic clock is that the oscillation in an atomic clock is between 
the nucleus of an atom and the surrounding electrons. This oscillation is not exactly a parallel to the balance wheel and hairspring of 
a clockwork watch, but the fact is that both use oscillations to keep track of passing time. The oscillation frequencies within the atom 
are determined by the mass of the nucleus and the gravity and electrostatic "spring" between the positive charge on the nucleus and 
the electron cloud surrounding it. 
 
What Are The Types of Atomic Clocks? 
Today, though there are different types of atomic clocks, the principle behind all of them remains the same. The major difference is 
associated with the element used and the means of detecting when the energy level changes. The various types of atomic clocks 
include: 
 
  a.. Cesium atomic clocks employ a beam of cesium atoms. The clock separates cesium atoms of different energy levels by magnetic 
field. 
  b.. Hydrogen atomic clocks maintain hydrogen atoms at the required energy level in a container with walls of a special material so 
that the atoms don't lose their higher energy state too quickly. 
  c.. Rubidium atomic clocks, the simplest and most compact of all, use a glass cell of rubidium gas that changes its absorption of 
light at the optical rubidium frequency when the surrounding microwave frequency is just right. 
The most accurate atomic clocks available today use the cesium atom and the normal magnetic fields and detectors. In addition, the 
cesium atoms are stopped from zipping back and forth by laser beams, reducing small changes in frequency due to the Doppler 
effect. 
 
How Does a Practical Cesium Atomic Clock Work? 
Atoms have characteristic oscillation frequencies. Perhaps the most familiar frequency is the orange glow from the sodium in table 
salt if it is sprinkled on a flame. An atom will have many frequencies, some at radio wavelength, some in the visible spectrum, and 
some in between the two. Cesium 133 is the element most commonly chosen for atomic clocks. 
 
      Some Definitions 
 
      Atomic Clock - A precision clock that depends for its operation on an electrical oscillator regulated by the natural vibration 
frequencies of an atomic system (as a beam of cesium atoms) 
 
      Atom - The smallest particle of an element that can exist either alone or in combination; the atom is considered to be a source of 
vast potential energy 
 
      Cesium 133 - An isotope of cesium used especially in atomic clocks and one of whose atomic transitions is used as a scientific 
time standard 
 
      SI Second (atomic second) - The interval of time taken to complete 9,192,631,770 oscillations of the cesium 133 atom exposed to 
a suitable excitation 
 
      Source: Merriam-Webster Online 
 
To turn the cesium atomic resonance into an atomic clock, it is necessary to measure one of its transition or resonant frequencies 
accurately. This is normally done by locking a crystal oscillator to the principal microwave resonance of the cesium atom. This signal 
is in the microwave range of the radio spectrum, and just happens to be at the same sort of frequency as direct broadcast satellite 
signals. Engineers understand how to build equipment in this area of the spectrum in great detail. 
 
To create a clock, cesium is first heated so that atoms boil off and pass down a tube maintained at a high vacuum. First they pass 
through a magnetic field that selects atoms of the right energy state; then they pass through an intense microwave field. The 
frequency of the microwave energy sweeps backward and forward within a narrow range of frequencies, so that at some point in each 
cycle it crosses the frequency of exactly 9,192,631,770 Hertz (Hz, or cycles per second). The range of the microwave generator is 
already close to this exact frequency, as it comes from an accurate crystal oscillator. When a cesium atom receives microwave energy 
at exactly the right frequency, it changes its energy state. 
 
At the far end of the tube, another magnetic field separates out the atoms that have changed their energy state if the microwave field 
was at exactly the correct frequency. A detector at the end of the tube gives an output proportional to the number of cesium atoms 
striking it, and therefore peaks in output when the microwave frequency is exactly correct. This peak is then used to make the slight 



correction necessary to bring the crystal oscillator and hence the microwave field exactly on frequency. This locked frequency is then 
divided by 9,192,631,770 to give the familiar one pulse per second required by the real world. 
 
When Was The Atomic Clock Invented? 
In 1945, Columbia University physics professor Isidor Rabi suggested that a clock could be made from a technique he developed in 
the 1930s called atomic beam magnetic resonance. By 1949, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS, now the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology, NIST) announced the world's first atomic clock using the ammonia molecule as the source of vibrations, 
and by 1952 it announced the first atomic clock using cesium atoms as the vibration source, NBS-1. 
 
In 1955, the National Physical Laboratory in England built the first cesium-beam clock used as a calibration source. Over the next 
decade, more advanced forms of the clocks were created. In 1967, the 13th General Conference on Weights and Measures defined the 
SI second on the basis of vibrations of the cesium atom; the world's time keeping system no longer had an astronomical basis at that 
point! NBS-4, the world's most stable cesium clock, was completed in 1968, and was used into the 1990s as part of the NIST time 
system. 
 
In 1999, NIST-F1 began operation with an uncertainty of 1.7 parts in 10 to the 15th power, or accuracy to about one second in 20 
million years, making it the most accurate clock ever made (a distinction shared with a similar standard in Paris). 
 
73, Lee 
 
ZS5LEE, KG50JF, QRV 6m, 2m ,70cm and 23cm EME 
 
------------------oooooooooooooooooooooooo---------------- 
 
An Interesting Historic WSJT Article from Packet- from Hal ZS6WB 
 
During the past three years EME activity has grown to levels that the early amateur radio pioneers could not even dreamed of when 
the first amateur EME contact was completed on 1296 MHz on July 21, 1960 between W6HB in California and W1FZJ in 
Massachusetts. In April 1964 W6DNG and OH1NL completed the first 144 MHz EME contact and only one month later KP4BPZ 
and W1BU made an EME contact on 432 MHz. The 50 MHz band was more difficult because of the size of the antenna system that 
was necessary and the initial EME contact on this band was not made until July 1972. Until recently EME activity was limited to a 
relatively small group of amateur operators around the world because of the large antenna systems and high power levels that were 
required and most contacts were made on CW because it was the most efficient mode in use at the time. 
 
The WSJT software developed by Joe Taylor, K1JT only a few short years ago has brought about a huge amount of interest in VHF 
DXing via the moon and EME popularity has grown by leaps and bounds.  While initial WSJT EME activity was mainly on 144 
MHz, recently interest has grown in operation on the 50, 432 and 1296 MHz bands and contacts on these bands are being made on 
almost a daily basis. Because of the improved efficiency in transmission and reception stations are smaller and at least a few contacts 
with the "Big Guns" can be made by even the smallest WSJT station. 
 
The 144 MHz band was added to the ARRL DXCC program a few years ago and W5UN received the first 2m DXCC award with his 
initial 100 countries made mostly on CW using his massive antenna system consisting of 36 stacked Yagis each 5 wavelengths long. 
In the latest DXCC listing Dave currently has 183 countries credited and it is my understanding that the 200 mark is not far 
off. Many DXCC entities are active on EME regularly and many DXpeditions to rare locations include EME operation on at least 
144 MHz WSJT and some have even managed a few QSOs on 50 and 432 MHz.  Peter I, Libya and Mali are among rare entities 
recently active on 144 MHz EME and during 2006 Hannes, ZS6JDE made the first ever EME contacts from Mozambique on both 
144 & 432 MHz. 
 
During the holidays, why don't you add at least one EME contact to your logbook. If you have any questions regarding procedures or 
how to make schedules please contact me at zs6wb@telkomsa.net and I will do whatever I can to help. 
Making a VHF contact via the moon is something to tell the boys at your local club about. 
 
And Lance W7GJ replied: 
 
As Hal explained, JT65 mode mostly has made it more possible for smaller stations to complete contacts with weaker signals.  This is 
most apparent on 6m though, where previously impossible contacts are now routinely made with signals that CANNOT EVEN BE 
HEARD through the headphones!  But they can CLEARLY be seen on the JT65 computer screen, and the inaudible digital signals 
are decoded by the program and the messages are displayed on the computer screen.  Talk about the Magic Band!  If there ever was 
any question, there now is no doubt about the magic that is available on the 6m ham band!  I have been a ham for over 40 years, and 
have never had so much fun as during the last year on 6m EME!  What was previously only a historic accomplishment between 
extremely well equipped stations with huge antennas has now become an almost everyday event with single yagi stations on at least 
one end of the contact! 
 
Hal introduced me to the true magic that digital communications offers when we made the first 6m EME contact using digital 
communications about 5 years ago.  I was very happy to work my first ZS station on 6m, but I was also totally amazed that it had 
actually been possible.  So we ran another sked the next weekend just to prove that it wasn't just a fluke - and we completely easily 
on the second try also! 
 
Even with the help of the very sensitive digital mode of JT65A, 6m EME is still very susceptible to any type of signal degredation.  
The distance to the moon, whether the sky behind the moon is noisy, whether the geomagnetic field is disturbed....all these combine 
to either make the weak EME signals barely discernible or lost in the noise.  However, the bottom of the sunspot cycle is upon us, 
and the geomagnetic field has been for the most part quite quiet, making this the perfect time to explore the magic of 6m EME!  The 
predictable orbital conditions for 6m EME look very good during the period between Christmas and New Year's, so please at least 



give a listen when your moon is below 15 degrees.  As it moves down through the various ground gain lobes of your antenna, you 
just might wind up with enough antenna gain to decode those magic signals at the end of their 750,000 km path!  You can see what 
schedules are taking place by monitoring the ON4KST 6m chat page or the N0UK JT65 chat page: 
 
http://www.on4kst.info/chat/index.php  &  http://www.chris.org/cgi-bin/jt65eme  
 
If you have not already done so, you will be amazed to see all the magic EME contacts that are quietly going on "dead bands" around 
the world!  And on 6m, many of the stations who have completed EME contacts are only using a single yagi, and are utilizing 
enhancement from the ground gain as the moon passes down (or up) through the antennna lobes near the horizon.  Best wishes to all 
for a Christmas (and a New Year) filled with Magic ;-)  
 
VY 73, Lance 
 
Lance Collister, W7GJ 
56 countries on 6m EME (109 6m countries total) 
115+ countries on 144 MHz (lost count!) 
http://www.bigsksyspaces.com/w7gj  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, 
starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters (145.600 Mhz  and 145.625 Mhz network) as well 
as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which are linked through the UHF network, Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 
MHz in the 40 meter band. A tape recording of the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h15 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15  and 06h45 on the frequency of 7055 Khz. In the 40 meter band, conducted by Ian 
(ZS5IAN) 
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary 
Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz and 145.600Mhz(future) networks in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 Youth Net Re-transmission  
Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net.  with Pam (ZR5PAM) 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD) 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net 
Fridays 19.30 Tubby’s Facts Net 
Saturdays 19.30 Tubby’s Historic Net 
Sundays 19.15+/- Free 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays whenever the Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. 
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is 
Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to them.  It is also 
available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical 
address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP). 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the New Germany Nature Reserve.   Refreshments and snacks are available at 
nominal prices. 



 

 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


